ADDENDUM NUMBER TWO

1. Q: What is the significance in the dashed lines in the Retail Space on Demolition Floor Plan D1.0?
   A: Dashed line indicates the area of carpet that has to be removed.

2. Q: Reference drawing D1.0 – Note #25. Can you provide a floor plan layout showing the quantity and locations of existing floor boxes and walker ducts?
   A: Quantity and locations are to be verified by the contractor.

3. Reference drawing D1.0 – Note #26. Can you provide a floor plan layout showing the quantity and locations of existing floor boxes and walker ducts?
   A: Quantity and locations are to be verified by the contractor.

4. Q: Reference drawing A5.1. The field notes reference a wholesale replacement of existing roofing materials, however the general construction notes references more of a maintenance type repair as required. Are we to replace the roofing materials or are we to repair, as needed (assuming about 10% of the roofing materials to be repaired)?
   A: Sheet D2.0 indicates removing the existing single-ply roofing down to the existing protection board. Sheet A5.1 indicates installing new single-ply roofing and ½” protection board on the existing protection board.

5. Q: Reference drawing A7.1. Reflected ceiling plan shows ceiling materials legend and symbols schedule, however does not give directions for renovations, other than minor GWB Paint. Please confirm this drawing represents the limit to renovations at the ceiling, for this project.
   A: Sheet D1.0, Demolition/Construction Notes, Note 4 indicates ‘Remove existing ceiling tile and grid’. Sheet A7.1 Ceiling Material Legend indicates what is to be done to the ceiling and is indicated on the Reflected Ceiling Plan.

   A: The exhaust fan is located above room 29.

7. Q: Reference drawing DP1.2. Restroom note #5, remove existing mop sink, please confirm.
   A: Remove existing mop sink to remain.

8. Q: Reference drawings P1.1. Is the intent of the renovation sheet notes to replace the existing piping rather than just connecting to the existing piping?
   A: Renovation Sheet Notes and Floor Plan indicate both, new piping and connecting to existing piping.

9. Q: Reference drawing P1.2. P1.1 reads to replace all existing plumbing pipe, however, floor plan P1.2 states to connect to existing, please clarify to replace or re-connect to existing.
   A: Renovation Sheet Notes and Floor Plan indicate both, new piping and connecting to existing piping.

10. Q: Reference P1.1. Please provide definition for “DOCS”.
    A: DOCS (DENTRUST OPTIMIZED CARE SOLUTIONS) will be provide the indicated plumbing fixtures.
11. Q: Reference drawing E1.1. Missing keyed notes: #06, please clarify and provide note #06.
A: Sheet E1.1 Electrical Power Plan, Keyed Notes No. 6 changed to Keyed Notes No. 3.
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